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Leo S. Olschki series Gabinetto disegni e
stampe degli Uffizi - Cataloghi
Digital edition on Torrossa

Started in 1951, this series presents the catalogue of exhibitions held at the Gabinetto dei disegni e
delle stampe degli Uffizi in Florence, which hosts one of the world’s most extraordinary collection
of drawings with over 150.000 works from the late 14th to the 20th century.
Along with images and detailed information about the artworks, each catalogue includes commentaries
and essays from major experts. For the accuracy of the information contained and the quality of the
texts these catalogues raisonnés are particularly interesting for researchers.
COLLECTION
The digital edition of this series includes all the 99 published volumes (1951-2012), including various
that have been out of print for a long time.
SPECIAL OFFER
A special discounted rate is offered based on print titles already owned by the institution.
CONTACTS
Full descriptions and catalogues of all the collections on Torrossa are available at www.casalini.it/torrossa.
Please contact us at torrossa@casalini.it for further information or to activate a month’s free trial period.
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